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Tested to destruction
In 1953, British servicemen volunteered for what they thought
were harmless scientific experiments. Instead, they became
unwitting participants in the military's race to beat the Soviet
Union in the development of chemical warfare. This week, police
announced the first investigation into the death of one young
airman who was gassed to death. Rob Evans reports on the
human guinea pigs of the cold war
Inquiry into nerve gas cover-up
Defence Evaluation Research Agency homepage
The Guardian, Thursday 19 August 1999

Ronnie Maddison thought he was helping the nation find a cure for the common cold.
That was what many servicemen who answered the appeals to take part in experiments
at Porton Down thought they were volunteering for. It was 1953, the middle of the cold
war, and the military had little interest in telling them any different.
So when the scientists put out the call for 140 human "guinea pigs" between April 25
and June 5, Ronnie signed up. At 10.17am on May 6 he found himself sitting in a sealed
chamber with five other men in Porton Down. Scientists then dripped liquid gas from
pipettes through two layers of military clothing on to his skin. At 10.40 he "complained
of feeling 'queer' and was seen to be sweating", according to official reports obtained by
the Guardian.
Mike Cox, one of the six volunteers who had gone in with him, remembers that
Maddison "went quiet and then sort of flopped over". Porton technicians immediately
helped him out of the room into the open air. It was the last time Cox saw him - Porton
staff did not tell him or the others that someone in their experiment had died.
At 10.47, the ambulance arrived and whisked Maddison off to Porton's hospital. Within
minutes, the muscles in his face began to twitch and his breathing "became laboured".
"His colour turned ashen grey", then his skin became bluish and "the pulse at the wrist
could not be felt". More Porton scientists rushed to the hospital to resuscitate Maddison
- his limbs were massaged, and hot water bottles pressed on to his body.
They struggled until 1.30pm to save Maddison's life, but even with all their experience of
gas they couldn't revive him. His death was timed at 11am; the cause was "sudden heart
failure". He had not been helping to find a cure for the common cold; he had been killed
by sarin nerve gas, the unwitting participant of the British military's race to beat the
Soviet Union in the development of chemical warfare. A human guinea pig sent to the
gas chamber.
Yesterday - prompted by claims made by another former serviceman, Gordon Bell, who
says his health was ruined by the same tests - police announced that they had launched
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the first investigation into Maddison's death. Wiltshire Constabulary is considering
charges of corporate manslaughter, assault and administering noxious substances.
The Guardian has pieced together a full account of the death of the serviceman for the
first time. Unearthed from the Public Record Office are potentially damning documents
which raise the chilling possibility that Porton was aware the amount of nerve gas
administered to Maddison was dangerous and could kill a human.
Set in thousands of acres of picturesque Wiltshire countryside, Porton Down, home to
the largest number of rare butterflies in Britain, is, on the face of it, an unlikely site for
chemical and germ warfare experiments. Maddison, though, was not such an unlikely
candidate for the experiments they conducted there.
He was born into a working-class family in the town of Consett in County Durham at the
time of the Jarrow march. His cousin Ella Forster remembers him as a "good, nice,
reserved kind of boy" who was well-liked and enjoyed a "loving, close family". His
parents, Tommy and Lily, doted on Ronnie. "He was the apple of their eye, to tell you
the truth," she says.
Ronnie joined the RAF, and by 1953 had become a mechanic at RAF Ballykelly in the
then sleepy province of Northern Ireland. Like most of his peers he was trusting. "In
those days," says Cox, "although faith in the authorities was beginning to wear a bit thin,
there was still a feeling that they knew what they were doing, that they would not
willingly subject us to anything that was in the least bit nasty, or likely to have
horrendous consequences."
For the past 80 years, Porton Down has been circulating appeals among servicemen,
calling on them to come forward and take part in experiments. Thousands have
responded during that time and, in return for extra pay and leave, have been exposed to
chemicals in the tests. Many volunteers now believe that they have been suffering
lingering illnesses as a result of these experiments.
In the early 1950s, nearly all of Porton's scientific work focused on the deadly nerve
gases that had originally been discovered by the Nazis. In the clandestine atmosphere of
the cold war, scientists were under great pressure to grasp quickly how these new,
powerful agents worked and how they attacked the human body.
The British and Americans were keen to manufacture the potent gases in great quantity,
and feared that the Soviets were doing the same research. It was Maddison's bad luck
that he went to Porton when the facility's human experiments with nerve gas were in full
flow.
Nobody quite knows why the 20-year-old airman volunteered. Forster believes that he
was homesick and wanted the extra leave to go back home and be with his family in
Consett. His best friend, Jack Wilson, said Ronnie had told him that he was taking part
in some "mild" experiments to help find a cure for the common cold at a place which
was more like a "holiday camp" than an army base.
It was a common assumption among servicemen at the time that Porton was working
towards a cure for the cold, and the military, which had always struggled to get enough
volunteers, did little to dispel this notion. One Porton official wrote frankly in 1961 of
the wording of the appeals for volunteers: "Experience has shown that detailed
description tends to deter the serviceman and so now very little is said... the fewer
details the better, but we must not be accused of 'insulting the public's intelligence'. "
In fact, Maddison was one of 396 human "guinea pigs" in a huge experiment with one
aim: to determine the amount of nerve gas "which when applied to the clothed or bare
skin of men would cause incapacitation or death". Porton scientists were seeking to
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administer "sub-lethal" doses of nerve gas to the test subjects, measure the effect on a
key enzyme, and then extrapolate these findings to estimate the lethal dose.
None of the scientists had anticipated that the convulsions suffered by Maddison would
be so great, such that it was "extremely difficult", one report noted, to inject him with a
life-saving treatment.
The scientists had pumped his chest so hard to restart his breathing that it caused
"severe bruising and vein congestion, so that over a pint of blood was found in the
abdomen". Large amounts of mucus had "badly obstructed" his throat and mouth.
"These scientists would have been petrified," says chemical weapons expert Dr Alistair
Hay of Leeds university. "That's why they tried so long to revive him. This would have
sent huge shock waves through the system."
The government immediately hushed up details of Maddison's death, a silence which
continued for decades. Only Maddison's father was allowed to attend the inquest, which
was held in secret. He was sworn to secrecy - an oath which he held to the end of this
days, frustratingly for the rest of the family.
Two inquiries were held after the tragedy. Both were secret. One, instigated by
Whitehall, concluded that it had been "reasonable" for the scientists to have conducted
the experiment "in the light of the knowledge available".
It ruled that the death was caused by "personal idiosyncrasy" - Maddison either had an
"unusual sensitivity" to the effects of nerve gas, or his skin "allowed an unusually rapid
absorption" of the lethal liquid.
A second inquiry decided that the experiments were vital to the nation's defences and
should be allowed to continue, but with certain restrictions: no more than 5 milligrams
of sarin could be dropped on to the skin of human guinea pigs from then on. This was
very much less than the amount - 200 milligrams - which had been administered to
Maddison.
Establishing who knew what and when many years ago is a difficult task, especially in
such a furtive facility as Porton. However, buried in the public record office are two
progress reports which summarise Porton's work on understanding nerve gases.
In both reports - one from June 1949, the other from August 1950 - Porton scientists
estimated that any dose of sarin greater than 200 milligrams "on the bare skin would
present a serious hazard, and possibly prove fatal, to man".
As well as Maddison, around 100 other men in the same experiment - a quarter of the
total - were contaminated with between 200 and 300 milligrams on their bare skin, at
least one of whom nearly died as well. This man is known in the test report only as
subject number 702, and is recorded as having felt ill after leaving the gas chamber. He
"salivated profusely and had spasms of the hands and arms", and "rapidly became
unconscious". His whole body then went into spasm and his breathing was "strident".
Then he stopped breathing altogether, but thankfully recovered.
Nowadays, the lethal dose of sarin on the skin of an averagely built man is estimated to
be around 1,800 milligrams. But back in the early 1950s, Porton scientists could not
have been sure exactly what constituted a lethal dose. Dr Hay says that the scientists
must have come across data that reassured them that 200 milligrams was a safe dose:
"Otherwise, someone would have to be ignorant or just arrogant to assume that you
could go ahead and apply 200 milligrams and not have a problem."
The experiment report implies that Porton only realised fully that sarin can affect
victims in vastly different ways after the experiment Maddison was involved with. While
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Maddison died, Mike Cox and other men who received precisely the same dose felt
nothing.
Gordon Bell, the former Porton guinea pig who has campaigned for police investigation,
believes that Maddison was killed in a "reckless and irresponsible" experiment.
His words could not contrast more strongly with those of RAF commanding officers in
the 50s. They were told to encourage their men to volunteer by reassuring them that the
"tests are carefully planned to avoid the slightest chance of danger and are under expert
medical supervision". As it turned out, this advice cost Maddison his life.
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